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A Very Smart
Camera

The COOLPIX S5 is one
of the digital cameras in
Nikon’s new Style Series.
The S5 has a slim silhouette and can produce 6.0megapixel images taken
through a 3X ZoomNikkor ED glass lens. Incamera picture correction
features: Red-Eye Fix™,
which automatically
detects and eliminates redeye; Face-Priority AF,
which finds and fixes focus
on human faces that
appear in the image field;
D-Lighting, which corrects
excessive backlighting or
poor flash; Blur Warning,
which lets you know if an
image is blurry so you can
take another; and Best
Shot Selector (BSS), which
automatically identifies
and saves the sharpest shot
from 10 sequential shots.
Besides the portrait corrections, there are 16 scene
modes, including four
movie modes that record
at 30 frames per second
with sound. The new Pictomotion™ technology
66
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Nikon COOLPIX S5

lets you select images for
an in-camera slideshow
with music provided by
preinstalled music files.
The S6 model in the Style
Series has built-in WiFi
that permits wireless
transfer and printing of
pictures to any PictBridgeenabled printers. Visit
www.nikonusa.com for
details.
With the release of its
25GB single-layer Blu-ray
Disc™ and 50GB doublelayer version due this
month, Sony has returned
fire in a war of formats
resembling the VHS-

June 2006

Betamax struggle of the
late ’70s. In this contest,
Sony, Apple, Dell, and a
group of other manufacturers and movie studios
are lining up behind the
blue-violet laser high-def
format for Blu-ray DVDs.

This format stores far
more data than the conventional DVD and can
produce a much higher
quality of image. The
Sony player for Blu-ray is
also due out this month.
The other format, HD
DVD, backed by Toshiba,
NEC, Microsoft, HP, Intel,
and others, is already
being sold with players
that are typically half the
price (about $500) of the
promised Sony model.
HD DVD discs are cheaper, but they also store less
and produce a slightly less
intense image on HD televisions. Toshiba has a
four-month head start,
but Sony has a secret
weapon—its new Play-

Sony Blu-ray Disc

Tech Forum

Learning New Software ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ THERE ARE ONLY A COUPLE OF CHOICES for learning

what works from the more traditional systems but finds

new software. There’s the all-day marathon assault on the

some way to make the process useful or tolerable, maybe

limits of the human attention span—otherwise known as

even enjoyable?

the training session. There’s the 940-page manual that will,

Let’s begin with what you need in order to learn some-

once thoroughly digested, qualify you to work on the code

thing that’s complicated—like the obscure task paths that

design for the next version of the software. Or you can

exist in most new software. First, you need an organized

choose the embarrassing, shorter manuals that will identify

syllabus that progresses at a reasonable pace from the

you to any passerby as a dummy or complete idiot. And

fundamental to the much more involved. You also need a

finally, if the boss agrees, there’s always the solitary trek to

successful connection between the learner and instructor

discover what the program can do, on your own—a mouse-

that includes competence on one side and interest on the

walk that often depends more on intuitive clues built into

other. Don’t underestimate the part interest plays in

the program than your own tolerance of help directories.

this—just ask anyone who has ever labored in a classroom on either side of the instructor’s desk. And, finally,

There Must Be a Better Way

there’s reinforcement—necessary because a large directo-

But what about creating a different approach that keeps

ry of multistep processes can place serious demands on
continued on next page

Ringtone Maker 2

Station 3 (to be unleashed
in November 2006) will
play Blu-ray discs. Which
players will end up on the
yard sale tables a few years
from now is anyone’s
guess. For previews, go to
www.toshibahddvd.com
and www.sonypictures.com/
homevideo/bluray.
Sure, you can download
ringtones that can be anything from a Homer

Simpson “Why you little…” to music clips from
your service provider, but
can you create your own?
MAGIX Ringtone Maker
2 is an inexpensive
($19.99) tone creator that
gives you four stereo mixing tracks and a video
recorder to make your
own audio and video
ringtones. There are more
than 350 sounds, pictures,
and videos included along
with the recording functions. The program supports polyphonic ringtone
output in a number of
formats including MP3,
CD Audio, WAV, MIDI,
OGG, BMP, JPG, AVI,
WMA, and others. Video
ringtones can be created
from photos and video
clips for wallpaper and
logo presentations. Special

effects include timestretching, pitch-shifting,
echo, reverb, and other filters. You preview your creations in “mobile phone
sound.” Visit www.magix.
net for details.
The ZACKBACK Posture
Chair from the YogaBack
Company offers a way to
prevent back and neck
pain. Lumbar support
chairs usually have one
fixed support for the lower
back, but the ZACKBACK
has a dual back support
that adjusts in three directions. The sacral support
reduces stress to the lower
back and can be adjusted
in height, depth, and angle.
The thoracic support
reduces stress to the neck
and upper and middle
back by elevating the rib

cage and elongating the
spine. The thoracic support adjusts in height and
depth. The chair was designed by a former Mayo
Clinic physical therapist
who is also the author of
the textbook Posture:
Sitting, Standing, Chair
Design and Exercise. More
information is available at
www.yogaback.com.

ZACKBACK Posture Chair
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continued from p. 67
your memory.
A major point of failure for the outof-house training session is the
absence of one of pedagogy’s basic
tools—repetition for reinforcement.
You can mallet facts into a head for
a full five or six hours, yet get noth-

can revisit any topic you need to

ing more out of it than confidence

gain Lynda.com is, here’s what $25

refresh (reinforcement), and the

that lasts for only a day or two. Rein-

will get you in training: seven hours

lessons are example based. The top-

forcement is the glue that will let you

of Visio (broken down into 98 short

ics range from Picasa, Google’s free

retain where that menu item is

videos), 6.75 hours of Home and

photo management program, to

buried in the drop-down lists. In

Office Networking (74 lessons), 7.5

JavaScript programming.

school, reinforcement has another

hours of File Maker Pro 7, four hours

name—drill. Even though the term

in Windows XP, 11.5 hours in Word

$25/month for access to all titles in

drags along a whole pack of unpleas-

Perfect Office X3, five hours in MS

the Online Training Library™, an

ant associations, it does describe

Access 2003, 11 hours in Photo-

annual subscription at a reduced

the deep placement you need in

Shop Elements 3, and maybe 16.75

$250, and a premium subscription at

order to hold onto what you’ve

hours to sharpen up your PowerPoint

$375/year that includes access to a

learned. The question is, is there a

skills. Feel your temples expanding

second library of downloadable exer-

way to make it painless?

yet? Then what if you were given

cise files for the programs. For an

access to the whole film library of

idea of what the courses are like, go

interest question. Do you like learn-

tutorials? That’s 12,822 movie tutori-

to www.lynda.com and open the sub-

ing (great motivation)? Do you like

als covering 187 different topics

ject or product drop-down list at the

the program (good motivation)? Do

from Adobe Photoshop to XHTML. In

top of the page and go to something

you like the incentives offered for

fact, the number might have changed

that interests you. There’s free ac-

learning the program (might do)? Just

since I added these up. The site

cess to the first six to 10 lessons in

remember, without motivation you’ll

adds seven to 10 new titles each

most categories. View a sequence of

be riding in a cart with no wheels—

month along with the hundreds of

four or five to see how the courses

it’ll be a grind. And unlike the bagels

new movies. Your $25 gives you

are set up.

and bottled water at training ses-

unrestricted access to every title in

sions, this is something you have to

the Lynda.com training catalog for

teaching yourself to play piano. It’s

bring yourself.

one month. The lessons are avail-

almost guaranteed that you will

able 24-hours a day to watch and

develop bad habits that will limit you

review as often as you need.

later on. On a musical keyboard, that

Yes and no. Now we’re back to the

Open your Notebooks
Okay, let’s assume you have your

That would be quite impressive

There are three fee schedules:

Teaching yourself a program is like

might mean a clumsy coordination.

new spiral-bound, three-subject note-

even if the courses were mediocre.

On a computer keyboard, it can mean

book and a couple Pilot razor-point

But they’re not. Looking over the list

a cluelessness that restricts your

pens. Your boss wants you to learn

of presenters, you’ll find some of the

access to what the program can do.

Visio, or maybe you’ve decided to set

preeminent experts and authors in

up a wireless network at home for

the fields covered. Into the second

learn a new program, check the

your three computers. You need train-

month of dipping into a variety of pro-

Lynda.com site. If it’s there, you could

ing, and you are motivated.

grams, I haven’t come across a poor

save yourself $1,000 or so, you won’t

instructor.

have to drive anywhere, and you

At this point I would suggest that

68

To get an idea of what kind of bar-

Next time you need or want to

you take a look at what has to be one

You progress at your own rate,

of the best bargains in computer train-

going through short videos. The Net-

with questions like, “How did he get

ing offered anywhere. Lynda.com

working series has lessons as short

to that screen?” Just rewind the tape

offers a wide variety of lessons taught

as 2.5 minutes and no longer than

(move the slider), and watch the

online using QuickTime videos.

16 minutes. As you go along, you

sequence again.
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won’t have to embarrass yourself

■

